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auXiliary lights for improved vis-
ibility at night have long been a popular 
accessory for long distance motorcycle 
riders. But things have changed a lot since 
I installed my fi rst set of auxiliary lights 
almost 20 years ago. Back then, the PIAA 
910s with 110 watt H3 bulbs were the hot 
set-up, provided your motorcycle had suf-
fi cient alternator output. To install them on 
my BMW R1100RT, I had to fi nd an inde-
pendent manufacturer of mounting brack-
ets and do some custom wiring to activate 
them with the OEM high beam switch. 
With about 2000 lumens of output per 
light and a relatively narrow beam, two 910s 
provided a signifi cant improvement over 
the stock high beam (1650 lumens). How-
ever, since there was no way to dim the 910s, 
I could never leave them on for improved 
conspicuity when there was oncoming traf-
fi c whether it was day or night.
 While PIAA is still selling the 910s 
(now equipped with 85 watt bulbs that are 
claimed to be brighter than the old 110 
watt bulbs), some of the auxiliary light-
ing systems available today have substan-
tially higher light output in combination 
with lower power consumption and other 
improvements. In the Summer 2013 edi-
tion of Iron Butt Magazine, Roger Patti-
son reviewed the 2400 lumen Krista light 
emitting diode (LED) lights produced 
by Clearwater Lights of Rancho Cor-
dova, California and concluded: “…Krista 
LEDs should be at the top of every long-
distance rider’s auxiliary light list.” In the 
Spring 2014 edition, Chris Sakala reviewed 
Clearwater’s 6000 lumen “Erica” lights 
and concluded “Th e Ericas put my prior 
HID lights to shame in the same way the 
HID lights had shamed the halogen lights 
before them.”

Advances in Driving Light Technology: 

Th e Clearwater Lights 
Krista 2 with CANopener
By Tom Austin

Lights dimmed for 
daylight operation.
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As described in the previous articles, 
an advantage of LED lights available 
from Clearwater and other manufactur-
ers is that they can be dimmed, rather 
than turned off, to avoid blinding 
oncoming traffic. This feature not only 
provides improved illumination of the 
road and roadside when there is oncom-
ing traffic, it increases the conspicuity of 
the motorcycle to oncoming traffic.

Since releasing the Erica lights, 
Clearwater Lights hasn’t been resting on 
its laurels. As described below, the Krista 
lights have been substantially improved 
and a new “CANopener” device is avail-
able for providing a level of integration 
with late model BMWs that isn’t avail-
able from any other manufacturer. In 
addition, Clearwater has increased the 
number of bike-specific systems that 
come with everything you need, includ-
ing mounting hardware and a wiring 
harness. 

Advantages of LEDs
Three different types of light sources 

are currently available for driving lights: 
conventional halogen bulbs, high-inten-
sity discharge (HID) bulbs, and LEDs. 
Both HID and LED bulbs provide sub-
stantially more light output per watt. 
The total lumens (lm) of light output per 
watt is about 25 for the brightest halogen 
bulbs, about 100 lm/watt for HIDs, and 
about 90 lm/watt for the best LEDs.

The higher efficiency of HIDs and 
LEDs results in a lower operating tem-
perature, in addition to leaving more 
alternator output available to run heated 
gear and other accessories. Another 
advantage of LEDs and HIDs over con-
ventional halogen bulbs is service life. 
Halogen bulbs rated at 25 lm/watt have 
a life expectancy of only about 350 hours. 
In contrast, HIDs are typically rated to 
last over 2,000 hours and some LEDs 
are rated at 50,000 hours, which is way 
longer than the maximum life of the 
vehicle.

HID auxiliary lights have been popu-
lar among long distance riders in recent 
years because they could produce signifi-
cantly more light than the most powerful 
halogen or LED systems. For equivalent 
light output, an LED requires more sur-
face area, which makes it difficult to focus 
the light in a “spot” beam. (The closer the 
light emitter is to a “point source,” the 
better the beam can be focused.) How-
ever, recent improvements in the output 

per unit area of LEDs combined with 
the use of multiple emitters and multiple 
reflectors has recently made it possible 
for LEDs to rival HIDs in long range 
driving light applications.

Since LEDs can now compete with 
HIDs for long range driving lights, 
they have become the preferred tech-
nology because of the other advantages 
they offer. The two primary advantages 
of LEDs over HIDs is their ability to 
almost instantaneously go from off to 
100% brightness and their ability to be 
dimmed so they can continue to be used 
when there is oncoming traffic.

Systems Provided by 
Clearwater Lights

The table below summarizes the LED 
lights currently available, or soon to be 
available, from Clearwater Lights. Cur-
rently, only three of the models listed in 
the table are shown on the company’s 
website (www.clearwaterlights.com): 
the 800 lumen Glenda; the 2000 lumen 
Darla; and the 6000 lumen Erica. A 
Krista model is shown, but it’s the 2400 
lumen version with a 15° spot beam that 
has been superseded by the 3000 lumen 
version with an 8° spot beam. According 
to Glenn Stasky, the owner of Clearwa-
ter Lights, the new 7000 lumen Sevina 
model will be ready to ship this month. 
I’ve seen a working prototype and the 
increase in light over the Krista and 
Erica models is impressive.

The 2.2" diameter Glenda and Darla 
lights are usually mounted low on the 
forks. The 800 lumen Glendas are pri-
marily used for conspicuity; they don’t 
throw much light down the road. The 
2000 lumen Darlas are also used for 
conspicuity, but, as shown later, they do 
make a noticeable difference in roadway 
illumination when running at full power. 
They need to be dimmed to avoid blind-
ing oncoming traffic.

The long range driving lights cur-

rently available from Clearwater are the 
3000 lumen Kristas and the 6000 lumen 
Ericas. Both are 3.73" in diameter and 
need to be mounted higher on the bike 
for optimum long range illumination. 
The Ericas produce twice as much light 
as the Kristas by virtue of the fact that 
they have six emitters and six reflectors 
rather than three. However, unlike the 
Krista lights evaluated in the Summer 
2013 edition of Iron Butt Magazine, the 
current Kristas have 25% more output 
and an 8° center spot beam compared to 
the 15° spot used for the Ericas and the 
older Kristas. As a result, the new Kristas 
have an even greater reach down the road 
than the Ericas.

The math is a little complicated, but 
a semicircular 15° beam covers an area 
of 2,422 square feet (a 78.5 foot diam-
eter semicircle) at a distance of 300 feet. 
In contrast, an 8° beam covers only 689 
square feet (a 41.9 foot diameter semi-
circle). Assuming half of the 85% of the 
light output is in the semicircle cre-
ated by the spot beam, the 6000 lumen 
Ericas produce 1.05 lumens per square 
foot at 300 feet, but the 3000 lumen 
Kristas produce 1.85 lumens per square 
foot at the same distance. The soon-to-
be-released Sevinas will produce 4.32 
lumens per square foot at 300 feet. That’s 
more than four times the amount of light 
per square foot than the Ericas that were 
so highly rated by Chris Sakala.

As shown in the table, the prices for 
systems designed for the BMW K1600 
are significantly higher than for the 
“universal” system or systems designed 
for other models, like the Yamaha FJR. 
That’s because of the cost associated 
with the subsystem needed to integrate 
with the CAN bus system used on late 
model BMWs. However, as described in 
more detail below, there are advantages 
of integrating with the CAN bus system 
that are not available with non-CAN bus 
models. »

Clearwater lights leD systems

Model Lumens Watts Diameter
Spot

Beam*
Price

Universal
Price

FJR
Price

K1600

Glenda 800 12 2.20” 15° $379 - -

Darla 2000 24 2.20” 15° $499 $539 $599

Krista 2 3000 36 3.73” 8° $649 $718 $1028

Erica 6000 60 3.73” 15° $849 $918 $1228

Sevina 7000 70 4.50” 8° $1100 $1170 $1599

*About 85% of the light output is in the center spot beam. The remainder of the light is in a 45° spill beam.
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The Krista-Darla 
Combination

For a combination of reasons, I pur-
chased a set of the Darlas and the Kristas 
for installation on my BMW K1600GT. 
I was willing to sacrifice a broader beam 
of light available with the Ericas for the 
longer reach of the new Kristas. I also 
thought that the narrower beam of the 
Kristas would increase my ability to use 
them in the presence of oncoming traf-
fic while riding on divided highways. 
Although the Darlas don’t add much 
to what the Kristas produce, they do 
improve conspicuity. In addition, the 
Darlas can be adequately dimmed to leave 
them on at night when there is oncoming 
traffic on narrow two lane roads. Under 
these conditions, Clearwater points out 
that the Kristas are too bright even when 
dimmed to 10% of maximum output. 
(However, they can be dimmed to 3% of 
maximum output on a late model BMW 
equipped with CAN bus.)

In the daytime photo at the begin-
ning of this article showing the front of 
my K1600GT, the Kristas are dimmed to 
30% of their maximum output and the 
Darlas are dimmed to 50% of maximum 
output. This photo doesn’t do justice to 
how bright the lights appear in daylight 
even when dimmed. Since the paper the 
photo is printed on can only reflect light, 
it is not possible to show how bright the 
lights really appear.

LDR�Workshop

The photo above shows the contents 
of the Krista light kit. It includes the 
lights, the mounts, a “data cable,” the 
“CANopener,” a wiring harness, and the 
required fasteners. The “CANopener” is 
the component in the kit that makes this 
system truly unique. This component 
plugs into the CAN bus system used on 
late model BMWs that integrates all of 
the electrical components on the motor-
cycle. Although the software BMW uses 
with the CAN bus system is proprietary, 
Clearwater Lights has cracked the code 
and figured out how to integrate its lights 
with BMW’s system. As a result, no new 
switches are required with the Clearwa-

ter Lights. This was an important accom-
plishment because without tapping into 
the CAN bus system, it’s not possible 
to get a trigger lead to activate the driv-
ing lights with the BMW high beam 
switch.

With the CANopener installed, the 
Clearwater lights are controlled by the 
BMW switch gear. As explained in 
more detail below, the BMW “Multi-
Controller,” also called the “Wonder 
Wheel,” is used to control the output 
of the Clearwater lights. Certain com-
binations of BMW switch movements 
determine when the Clearwater Lights 
are on or off. The photocell on the BMW 
instrument panel is used to distinguish 
daylight from nighttime and to automat-
ically change the amount that the Clear-
water Lights are dimmed during low 
beam operation. As previously noted, the 
Kristas are dimmed to 30% of maximum 
output for daytime operation and the 
Darlas are dimmed to 50% by default. 
When the BMW photocell detects that 
it is dark, the Kristas are dimmed to 10% 
of maximum and the Darlas are dimmed 
to 30% by default. However, the amount 
that the lights are dimmed can be modi-
fied as described in the nearby table.

When the Darla lights are also 
installed, their output can also be 
adjusted using a very similar procedure 
to what is described in the table for the 
three actions beginning with “Adjust 
Kristas Light Output.” The only differ-
ence is that the step involving pushing 
the control wheel requires a push to the 
left instead of to the right.

The Krista kit for the BMW K1600GT: lights, mounts, data cable, CANopener, wiring 
harness, and fasteners.

Programming options
Action Sequence

Toggle Kristas Off and On with 
Low Beam

Hold turn signal cancel switch for 2 seconds

Toggle Kristas Off and On with 
High Beam

Apply front brake and activate flash-to-pass 
switch 3 times with Kristas off on low beam

Adjust Kristas Light Output 
when High Beam On

Turn on high beam; push control wheel to right 
for 2 seconds; rotate wheel to adjust brightness 
between 3% and 100%

Adjust Kristas Light Output 
when High Beam Off; Daylight 
Operation

Turn off high beam and make sure instrument 
panel photocell is exposed to bright light; push 
control wheel to right for 2 seconds; rotate wheel 
to adjust brightness between 3% and 100%

Adjust Kristas Light Output 
when High Beam Off; Night-
time Operation

Turn off high beam and make sure instrument 
panel photocell is not exposed to bright light; 
push control wheel to right for 2 seconds; rotate 
wheel to adjust brightness between 3% and 100%

Restore Default Settings For 
Daylight & Nighttime Dimming

Hold left turn signal; activate flash-to-pass switch 
6 times in 6 seconds

Note:  Lights can only be dimmed to 10 - 100% of max output on motorcycles without CANBUS.
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There are other available modes not 
described in the table because I don’t 
think they will be of interest to most 
riders. They include two different modes 
that activate the lights with the horn (one 
that puts the lights in a strobe mode) and 
a mode that flashes the lights when the 
emergency flashers are activated.

The photograph of the Krista light 
mounted on the left side of my bike 
highlights the portion of the mount that 
sits against the fairing. What’s particu-
larly impressive about this mount is that 
it mates perfectly with the compound 
curve of the fairing surface. It’s a work 
of art. The light itself is also beautifully 
finished and has a rock-solid feel.

The only complaint I had was with the 
U-shaped bracket used to attach the light 
to the mount. It was developed based on 
comments from members of the K1600 
internet forum who were interested in a 
more elegant-looking bracket than the 
standard bracket for the light, which is 
shaped like this: |__|. The problem with 
the U-shaped bracket is that you can’t get 
a wrench on the fastener that holds the 
bracket to the mount without removing 
the light. This complicates adjusting how 
the light is aimed. This problem doesn’t 
exist if the standard bracket is used and 
fastened to the mount with a hex-head 
bolt. On request, Clearwater will provide 
the standard bracket and a hex head bolt. 
I switched to that set-up after discov-
ering the difficulty adjusting the light 
when the U-shaped bracket is used. The 
photo showing the front of my bike with 

all of the lights on is with the standard 
bracket.

It’s difficult to see in the photo, but 
the Krista light has a cover installed to 
protect the lens. Should the plastic lens 
in the cover ever be damaged, it is easily 
and inexpensively replaced. A pair of the 
covers cost $35. Unlike the lens covers 
I had for my PIAA 910s, these covers 
don’t melt if you use them with the lights 
on.

Nighttime Beam Shots
Accurately photographing the effect 

of adding driving lights isn’t possible 
using a camera that automatically com-
pensates for changes in light. The expo-
sure needs to be set manually and left the 
same as the amount of light changes. In 
addition, a tripod is usually necessary to 
eliminate the blur associated with the 
relatively long exposure times required. 
The sequence of beam shots shown in 
the nearby figures were made using a 24 
mm focal length lens with the aperture 
set to f8 and the shutter speed set at two 
seconds with the light sensitivity of the 
camera sensor set at ISO 800.

The setting is a long cul-de-sac on a 
residential street. About 420 feet down 
the road is a silver car parked at the side 
of the road. There are trees in the dis-
tance behind the car.

The first shot is with Kristas off, the 
Darlas dimmed to just 3% of maximum 
output, and the OEM low beam on. 
(This is very close to what it looks like 
with just the OEM low beam.) It’s not 

possible to see the car in the distance. The 
second shot is with the Kristas and the 
Darlas in their default dimmed setting 
for nighttime operation with the OEM 
low beam. The third shot is again with 
the Kristas off and the Darlas at 100%. (I 
would never run this way, but it shows the 
Darlas alone can significantly improve 
the low beam, especially with respect to 
illuminating the sides of the road. The 
fourth shot is with the OEM high beam 
on and the Kristas still off. The fifth shot 
is with the Kristas and Darlas at 100% 
and the OEM high beam on.

By comparing shots one and two, it 
is apparent that the running the Kris-
tas and Darlas in their default dimmed 
mode for nighttime operation with the 
OEM low beam makes a noticeable dif-
ference. A significant difference is also 
apparent when comparing shots four and 
five. The OEM high beam plus the Kris-
tas at 100% is throwing a lot more light 
down the road than is available with just 
the OEM high beam. Notice how much 
easier it is to see the car and how much 
better the trees about 100 feet behind the 
car are illuminated.

Conclusions
As described above, the Clearwater 

lights offer the following advantages:
•	Substantially Improved  

Illumination
•	No Delay to Achieve Maximum 

Brightness When Activated
•	Low Power Consumption
•	Dimmable for Use with  

Oncoming Traffic
•	Bike-Specific Brackets
•	Bike-Specific Wiring Harnesses
•	Integration with BMW CAN bus
•	Outstanding Fit and Finish

The only disadvantage compared to 
other available options is price. The list 
price for the Krista-Darla combination 
with the CANopener system is a stag-
gering $1,627 before taxes. A 15% dis-
count is available for IBA members if you 
order factory-direct before December 
31st and provide your IBA number, but 
this combination is still $1,383 with the 
discount. A more cost-effective option is 
to delete the smaller lights for the forks. 
That brings the price of the system with 
the CANopener down to $1,028 list 
and $874 with the 15% discount. That’s 
still a lot of money, but compared to the 
advantages this system provides over the 

Krista light mounted under K1600GT mirror bracket. Arrows show portion of mount 
that sits against the fairing.






